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Abstract

Most existing statistical surface realizers either make use of hand-crafted grammars to provide coverage or are tuned to specific applications. This paper describes an initial effort toward building a statistical surface realization model that provides both precision and coverage. We trained a Maximum Entropy model that given a predicate-argument semantic representation, predicts the surface form for realizing a semantic concept and the ordering of sibling semantic concepts and their parent, on the Penn TreeBank and Proposition Bank corpora. Initial results have shown that the precisions for predicting surface forms and orderings reached 80% and 90% respectively, on a held-out part of Penn TreeBank. We use the model to generate sentences from our domain representations. We are in the process of evaluating the model on a corpus collected for our in-car applications.

1. Introduction

Designing spoken interface systems that can converse with the user like a human speech partner has attracted much attention in both academic and industrial research environment in recent years. In our in-car applications, we are interested in a dialog interface in particular, the realization of a given semantic frame to an English sentence. This process is normally called surface realization. The surface realizer under development are designed to handle applications, such as:

- Navigation: provide turn-by-turn navigation instructions that make references to landmarks.
- MP3 player operation: provide information about the driver’s MP3 collection, and help the driver to organize and operate the MP3 player.
- Restaurant reservation: help the driver to filter through a large number of restaurants to find the best option.

Because the surface realizer is to be deployed for different in-car applications, it needs to be robust and domain independent. Previous surface realizers combine statistical and symbolic techniques. Two examples of this hybrid approach are FERGUS [1] and HALogen [6, 7]. FERGUS (Flexible Empirico/Rationalist Generation Using Syntax) uses XTAG grammar [13] to compose phrase-structure trees using substitution and adjunction. It takes as input a dependency tree for a sentence, where each node is marked only with a lexeme. The Tree Chooser tags each input node with a TAG tree using a stochastic tree model; the Unraveler then produces a word lattice of all possible linearizations for the semi-specified TAG tree; and finally the Linear Precedence (LP) Chooser chooses the most likely traversal of the lattice according to a trigram language model. HALogen is also a broad-coverage generator that first transforms a labeled feature-value structure into a forest of possible expressions using a hand-crafted grammar, and then ranks the expressions using a 250-million word n-gram language model trained on WSJ newspaper text.

Pure statistical realizers have only been applied to small applications such as the ATIS (Air Travel Information Service) domain. The most prominent work in this direction is described in [12], which compares several realization methods: an n-gram model, a trained dependency model, and a combination of a hand-built dependency like grammar with content-driven conditions for applying rules and corpus statistics. These models are used to find the word sequence with the highest probability that mentions all of the input attributes exactly once. The result based on human judgment shows that the hybrid approach achieves the best result, and the other two are close.

One problem with these experimental statistical models is that they are hard to scale up because they directly predict the word form from domain semantic representation and the space of possible words in a real application is huge.

In this paper, we continue to explore the use of statistical approaches for surface realization because [12] has shown promising results in this direction. In particular, we aim at designing a domain-independent and scalable statistical model that can achieve comparable results with existing systems, and in the mean time reducing the need for hand-crafted grammars that are time-consuming to build and maintain. We intend to train such a model using existing resources, e.g., corpora annotated with both syntactic and semantic information, because they not only facilitate automatic generation rule induction, but also enable the use of existing metrics (e.g., [10]) for automatic evaluation of the generation results. This paper describes our initial effort in constructing the model, but we are yet to evaluate its performance.

2. Model for Surface Realization

We target at the generation of dependency trees rather than constituency trees because of the direct correlation between dependency tree and functional semantic representation, which we as-
sume is the format for our input.

We formulate the problem of surface realization as creating a syntactic representation in the form of a dependency tree given a semantic frame, which is a recursive structure that contains one or more head concepts and their argument concepts at each level. We decompose this problem into three parts:

1. Decide the phrase type that is used to realize each semantic concept;
2. Order a head and its children concepts into a linear sequence;
3. Surface smooth to take care of such issues as verb-noun agreement and number variations.

In this paper, we focus on the first two parts. The third aspect can be addressed with the technique described in [11]. We assume that generation decisions for a concept only depend on that of its head (i.e., parent) and the concept just ahead of it, and are independent of any concept not adjacent to it or coming after it. Context information that can be used for realization include the features of the head, and the semantic and functional features (e.g., semantic roles [4]) about the concept to be realized. In the model decomposition, whether the decision of phrase type should come before or after ordering is subject to experiment.

If the order of two semantic components, \( o(a_1, a_2) \), is determined before their phrase types are decided, the features that may affect the decision of the ordering of the two components with respect to each other as well as to their head may include the head concept (head) and its phrase type (pos, mostly whether it is a verb phrase or a noun phrase), the semantic role of the first component (role), its concept (con) and length (len), as well as the same features for the other component, which can be expressed as:

\[
p(o(a_1, a_2)|\text{head, pos, role_1, con_1, len_1, role_2, con_2, len_2})
\]

The length of a concept at this point is the number of semantic concepts subsumed by the target concept in the input semantic representation. The features that may affect the decision of the phrase type, \( pt_n \), used to realize a semantic concept include the head concept and its phrase type (again mostly a verb phrase or noun phrase), the semantic role of the component, its concept and length, as well as the semantic role, phrase type and length of the component just ahead of it, which can be expressed as:

\[
p(pt_n|\text{head, pos, role_n, con_n, len_n, role_{n-1}, len_{n-1}})
\]

If the ordering decision comes in later, we just need to substitute the con features with pt in the ordering probability, and vice versa in the phrase type probability.

Suppose we have an input semantic structure (Fs) with a head and three arguments, \( a_1, a_2 \) and \( a_3 \). At the top level, the probability can be computed as:

\[
p(pt_1, pt_2, pt_3, o(a_1, a_2, a_3)|Fs) = p(o(a_1, a_2)|Fs) \cdot p(o(a_2, a_3)|Fs) \cdot p(o(a_1, a_3)|Fs) \cdot p(pt_1, pt_2, pt_3|o(a_1, a_2, a_3), Fs)
\]

\[
= p(o(a_1, a_2)|Fs) \cdot p(o(a_2, a_3)|Fs) \cdot p(o(a_1, a_3)|Fs) \cdot p(pt_1, pt_2, pt_3|o(a_1, a_2, a_3), Fs)
\]

\[
= p(o(a_1, a_2)|Fs) \cdot p(o(a_2, a_3)|Fs) \cdot p(o(a_1, a_3)|Fs) \cdot p(pt_1, pt_2, pt_3|o(a_1, a_2, a_3), Fs)
\]

The above equation means that the probability of the syntactic subtree can be calculated as the production of the probability of the complete order of the arguments, and those of the phrase types given the complete order and the phrase type to its adjacent left. \( pt_1 \) means the phrase type of the argument ordered the first after the ordering process, so its adjacent left sibling is \( \text{nil} \). \( o(a_1, a_2, a_3) \) is omitted from the last line of the equation because the order is implied in the new argument sequence.

This computation is done at each level of the input structure in a top-down manner until there is no node to expand. The probability of the complete tree can be computed as the production of all probabilities derived from the input structure.

3. Maximum Entropy Model Training

We adopt Conditional Maximum Entropy modeling because it is a mathematically sound approach and it has the flexibility of incorporating different features. We aim at constructing maximum entropy models to estimate the conditional probabilities (1) and (2), based on the formulation below [2, 14]:

\[
p(y|x) = \frac{\text{sum}(y|x)}{Z(x)}
\]

where,

\[
\text{sum}(y|x) = \exp(\sum_j \lambda_j f_j(x, y))
\]

\[
Z(x) = \sum_y \text{sum}(y|x)
\]

To train these models, we need a corpus annotated with dependency relations and semantic features for each sentence component. Two commonly used resources for training stochastic language models are PropBank [5] and FrameNet [3]. We chose PropBank to make use of both the syntactic and semantic information presented in the corpora. In this section, we describe how we train our MaxEnt models using PropBank.

3.1. Bosch MaxEnt Toolkit

The MaxEnt training toolkit developed at the Research Technology Center of Robert Bosch Corp. [14] was used to train our models. The training data to the toolkit takes the following form:

\[
\{(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{10}; y_1, c_1; y_2, c_2; \ldots, y_n, c_n)\}
\]

Where \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{10} \) is a ten dimensional input vector (the conditional component), and \( y_i \) and \( c_i \) are an output and the corresponding count. Each input vector can be mapped to one or more outputs with different counts. These counts are the frequencies of the corresponding outputs given the context.

The output of the toolkit are the weights, \( \lambda_i \), in Equation (4). These weights represent the importance of the corresponding features, which have the value of 1 or 0 depending on whether the features present in the corpora.

A number of training parameters can be specified to achieve different training results, for example, the maximum feature size (we used 20,000 and 11,000 for phrase type and order models respectively), feature templates (what patterns a good feature is likely to fall in, used to cut down the search space), and cutoff counts (in our case 4).

The input and output data used by the toolkit are all encoded with respect to words, semantic roles, length, phrase types and orderings. The output model needs to be decoded before being used by the generation module.
3.2. Data Preparation

For simplification, we treat all verb arguments and adjuncts as well as noun modifiers as modifiers. We assume that there is a one-to-one mapping between a concept and a stemmed word.

We follow these steps to prepare training data:

**Obtaining dependency trees with semantic information:** We have mentioned that we need dependency relations in the training data, whereas Penn Treebank [9] only contains syntactic constituency annotations. Therefore, we use the tool developed by Rebecca Hwa at Maryland University to convert the Treebank trees into the dependency formulation. We then insert Propbank semantic role information into the dependency trees, marking only the head node of a constituent with a role, which means that the entire subtree headed by this node has the noted role. PropBank provides explicit frame files for each verb, which list the syntactic and semantic variations of that verb. Sometimes labels following the naming conventions of theta-role theory are also given in addition to the verb-specific mnemonic labels. In this case, we use these labels rather than Arg0…Arg3.

**Encoding:** We use stemmed words as concepts, and Treebank part-of-speech (POS) tags as phrase types. We encode all stemmed words, POS tags and semantic roles appearing in our dependency trees. However, PropBank only have verb level semantic annotations; the same level of classification does not exist for noun modifiers. In addition, no other corpus with both syntactic and NP level semantic annotations is available to us. So we adopt the Treebank functional labels as roles, in most cases mod. This simplification might affect the performance of the trained models; however, we believe the part of speech information and word information may supplement the insufficient granularity to a good extent.

**Collecting ordering patterns:** For each modifier, we want to predict how it is ordered in a linear string with respect to its head, and all sibling modifiers. We collect all pair-wise orderings of modifiers with the same head. These partial pair-wise orderings together determine the full order among modifiers and their head. Suppose we have two semantic concepts a, b and their parent h, we count occurrences of the six possible sequences (e.g., ahb and hba) in the corpora and keep those counts that are not 0. Each tree in the corpora is traversed top-down to collect ordering patterns at all levels.

**Collecting patterns for phrase type:** The idea is that given a stemmed word and a POS/phrase type, we can usually determine the surface form of the phrase except for prepositional phrases (PP), in which case an appropriate preposition needs to be chosen based on the semantic functionality of the phrase. In order to capture the preposition usage in the corpora, we classify PPs into more refined categories such as IN-in and IN-unti1, meaning that these are PPs headed by the preposition in or until respectively. We only single out the top 35 most frequent prepositions appearing in the corpora to avoid efficiency problem due to a large output space. So the overall number of phrase type categories is around 80. We use IN as a general category for less frequent prepositions, and OTHER for all other POS, mostly such tags as FN and EX, which are not important to generation.

3.3. Training Results

We separate Treebank and PropBank data into two parts, 9/10 for training and 1/10 for testing. The oracle is calculated by using the most frequent output for a given input vector. The oracles for phrase type and ordering prediction are both 98%.

The accuracy of the trained models on the testing data are given in Table 1. The table shows that the ordering model achieves higher accuracy when using lexical information rather than phrase types. The phrase type model remains the same in both cases. Therefore, the surface realizer should first order the semantic components and their head, and then determine the phrase type for realizing each component. The feature size column gives the number of features used when the best performance is achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Feature Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type-Order</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Order</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order-Type</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>15000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Order</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>8000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Accuracy of the MaxEnt models

Several reasons might contribute to the relatively low accuracy of the phrase type model. The lack of semantic annotation for NP modifiers is likely to be a major cause. Currently we use the functional annotation from the dependency tree converter to supply semantic information for NP modifiers. A better semantic annotation is likely to improve the performance of the model. It is also possible that we are missing important context information. We are in the process of analyzing the data.

4. Surface Realization based on the MaxEnt Models

In this section, we describe how we use the trained models for surface realization. This is work in progress, and we are yet to evaluate the performance of the module.

Our semantic representation is based on the HALogen labeled feature-value structure1, adapted to use the PropBank semantic notations. In this representation, the semantic content of a sentence is represented by a tree whose nodes are each marked with a concept and a semantic role. For example, the sentence “You should turn left at the next intersection” is represented as:

{e1 / turn
  :agent (l1 / listener)
  :direction (l2 / left)
  :location (l1 / intersection
    :mod (n1 / next))
  :modal should)
}

Given a semantic structure like this, our surface realizer traverses the structure top-down, first ordering the children of each head and then determining the phrase type for realizing each child. This process makes use of the two MaxEnt models trained from PropBank, and the conditional probabilities are calculated using Equations (3), (4) and (5).

Suppose a head has four child semantic components, whose semantic roles are r1, r2, r3 and r4. To get a complete order of these components, we use a matrix as in Table 2.

We first calculate the probability of each cell, and only keep the N best orderings (in our case N is 3). Then from these cells,
we pick the one with the highest probability (say $o(r_1, r_2)$) and start to extend this partial ordering by looking at the probabilities of its surrounding cells. We pick the cell with the next highest probability (say $o(r_1, r_4)$) and merge the partial orders to get an extended partial order with one more semantic component $o(r_1, r_3, r_4)$. We continue looking at the surrounding cells in the same manner until there is no cell left to merge. At each step, we only keep the N best results to reduce the amount of computations needed. This process results in N best complete orderings of all semantic components and their head.

It is possible that two partial orders are inconsistent, and therefore impossible to merge. We penalize each final ordering that does not incorporate all semantic components based on the number of missing components. Sometimes no ordering incorporating all semantic components can be found, in which case we generate a sentence only with the consistently ordered components. An alternative is to attach extra components at the end of the sentence.

Based on the N best orderings, we then predict the N best phrase types for each semantic component. The probability of a result syntactic tree is calculated using the method described in Section 2. Finally, the tree with the highest probability is linearized to produce the surface word string.

At the moment, our surface realizer can generate sentences such as "Turn left at the next intersection" and "The mother made a cake for her daughter yesterday". Its robustness needs to be enhanced to enable a full scale evaluation.

5. Future Work

We have achieved good accuracy on training Maximum Entropy models for predicting the ordering between semantic components and the phrase type for realizing them. We are yet to see how well these models perform in generating good English sentences. Although a comparison of generated sentences with the original Treebank sentences will give us some sense of the quality of the output, human judgment is inevitable for evaluating different realizations of the same semantic representation.

Our future work will include a surface smoothing process to take care of verb-noun agreement and number variations. This process will again follow the over-generation and ranking methodology, that is, first generating a word lattice containing all possible word level variations given a phrase type and a concept, and then scoring these variations using an n-gram language model.

We will also need to connect our surface realizer with a content planner and a referring expression generation component to enable end-to-end generation. This complete system will be evaluated on the corpus collected for our in-car applications.
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